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Selection Processes of Essential Information for
the Hypothesis Testing Behaveior
Kazushige WADA
Reasoning processes in judgment of information required for hypothesis testing were
examined by measuring logical responses in the repeated Wason selection task with a
hypothesis evaluation task. Ninety−eight students were asked to solve the Wason selection
task which has the letter−number rule “if there is a katakana character on one side, then
there is an even number on the other side” and an either card set “?”, “?”, “?”, “?”
or “?”, “?”, “??”, “??”. Subsequently, they were asked to answer the hypothesis
evaluation task. In this task, participants were explicitly presented with contents on both
sides of each card, and asked to judge whether the rule used in Wason selection task
was true or false. A combination of the Wason selection task and the hypothesis
evaluation task was performed twice at a participant.
Although analytic reasoning was forced to perform by being presented explicitly all
information about all cards at the hypothesis evaluation task, logical responses for the
Wason selection task did not change between first and second trial. This result suggests
that analytic processes did not influence card selections in the Wason selection task.
Judgments for the rule on the evaluation task changed between three conditions ; all
consistence that all cards are consistent with the rule, q inconsistence that an even
number card?q?has a hiragana character, nq?not−q?inconsistence that a odd number
card?nq?has a katakana character. Moreover, although in q inconsistence condition, there
was no difference in the ratio of “false” response for the rule between participants who
selected q card and not select, in nq inconsistence condition, participants who selected nq
card were tend to judge the rule false than who did not select nq card. These results
suggest that although participants were sensitive to change of card contents in hypothesis
evaluation, they did not recognize the Wason selection task associated with the evaluation
task. The present study showed results consistent with a prediction by the dual process
theory that analytic processes did not influenced card selections in the Wason selection
task because largely initial heuristic processes determined selections of essential
information for hypothesis testing.
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